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GHOST GLYPH

Just in time for Halloween, we welcome 
you to an old haunted house. Hidden 
underneath the grounds ghosts have a 
life of their own, each with its own 
unique ability, quirkiness and character-
istics. Ghost Glyph is a 7x7, cluster-pay 
slot with tons of exciting features.

It’s well-balanced with medium volatil-
ity, a 33% hit rate in the base game and 
you can win up to 2000 x. The charming 
poltergeists are just the cherry on the 
top! Expect a spooky gaming experience 
with a splash of colour.

Tumble Mechanics
Tumble Mechanics are available in both the base game and Bonus Game. Any symbols that 
are part of a winning cluster are removed. The empty positions are filled with symbols 
falling from above.  Any new wins are added to the existing win. Tumbling ends when there 
are no new winning clusters.

The Ghost Glyph
TThe Ghost Glyph is available in both the Base Game and the Freespins Bonus. After the 
removal of winning symbol clusters and prior to tumbling, a Ghost Glyph is awarded in one 
of the empty spaces. At most one Ghost Glyph is awarded for each tumble. A Ghost Glyph is 
evaluated and removed as a Wild. For each Ghost Glyph removed, an additional Ghost Urn 
is activated. If the Blue Ghost Urn is activated, all unused Ghost Glyphs are turned into 
Wild. No additional Ghost Glyphs will be awarded during the remaining tumbles of that 
spin.

UUrn Features 
Before each spin,  5 Ghost Urns are randomly determined with the final Ghost Urn always 
being the Blue Ghost Urn. Each of the first 4 Ghost Urns is chosen randomly from among 
Yellow, Green and Red Ghost Urns. Ghost Urns are activated from left to right for each 
Ghost Glyph consumed as part of a win. When there is a non-winning screen, activated 
Ghost Urns are awarded in the order they were activated. 

Yellow Ghost Urn 
SSpreads Wilds on the reels! This feature spawns 4-10 randomly placed Wilds in the game 
area.  

Green Ghost Urn  
Transforms low paying symbols! This feature targets one randomly selected low paying 
symbol and transform all occurrences of that symbol in the game area to another low paying 
symbol type.  

Red Ghost Urn 
RRemoves low paying symbols! feature targets one randomly selected low paying symbol and 
removes all occurrences of that symbol in the game area  

Blue Ghost Urn  
Activates the bonus game! Or awards 3+ freespins in the bonus game.

Massive Wild Feature
TThe Massive Wild feature is activated at the end of the free spin if the Paranormality Meter 
reaches Level 1 or higher.  If the Paranormality Meter reaches less than Level 3, Massive 
Wild symbols are removed when part of a win. The Massive Wild Feature has 22 levels.

Game ID
Volatility
Min bet
Max bet
Default bet

ghostglyph
4 (1-5)
€0,2
€100
€1

Big Win
Super Win
Mega Win
Epic Win
Max payout times bet

15x
40x
70x
100x

1 in 108
1 in 263
1 in 560
1 in 1204

In 100 billion spins 2260 xbet

Base Game
Base Feature
Freespin
Total:

34,54%
25,59%
36,05%
96,18%


